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Anomalous exchange interactions in III-V dilute magnetic semiconductors
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~Received 15 February 2001; published 31 May 2001!

Based on local-density functional calculations, we study the exchange interactions between magnetic dop-
ants Cr, Mn, and Fe in the III-V compounds GaAs, GaN, and AlN. We show the magnetic exchange interac-
tions deviate strongly in behavior expected from simple models, and may explain the observed maximum in
critical temperature with impurity concentration. Additionally the magnetism is responsible for a strong,
short-range attraction between the magnetic dopants, thus creating an anomalous effective alloy hamiltonian.
This suggests that the impurities may aggregate into small nanoclusters of a few magnetic atoms.
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In recent years, metallic magnetic superlattices have
joyed considerable success. They are now used com
cially in magnetic read heads, and there is great interes
using them or magnetic superlattices with nonmagnetic sp
ers as electronic devices. Recently, it was shown that
MnxGa12xAs alloy, for x,0.10, undergoes a spontaneo
transition to a ferromagnetic~FM! state at temperatures be
low 100 K.1 The discovery ferromagnetismwithin a semi-
conductor has spawned a great deal of recent interest in
derstanding the magnetic behavior, both fundamentally
with a view toward using the magnetic degrees of freedom
novel devices, for example, as spin filters or in magnetica
controllable electronics. It was quickly recognized that M
behaves differently in the III-V compounds such as Ga
~substituting for the cation! than when alloyed in the conven
tional II-VI compounds such as ZnTe, because it acts bot
a magnetic element and as ap-type dopant, which at concen
trations of;5%, renders the host metallic.

This report presents two independent findings for III
compounds GaAs, GaN, and AlN doped with 1 to 5 % co
centrations of magnetic transition-metal~TM! elements Mn,
Cr, and Fe, based on the local spin-density approximat
First, the exchange interactions are anomalous and be
quite differently from simple models such as a Ruderm
Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida ~RKKY !-like theory.2,3 Most strik-
ingly, the effective pair interactionsdecrease with increasing
dopant concentration; moreover, a pairwise description itse
is not adequate. We show that the transition metal~TM! d
states generate deep levels that strongly perturbs the
band structure—in particular, the states at the Fermi le
Second, the magnetism is responsible for an anomalo
strong and attractive alloy Hamiltonian~coupling between
Mn and the semiconductor cation nuclei!, thereby inducing a
strong driving force for the Mn to group together in sm
nanoclusters of a few atoms.~Whether the clustering actuall
takes place depends on kinetic considerations, which we
not address here.!

We consider small molecular clusters of catio
substituted TM impurities embedded in a III-V host. F
computational convenience, we employ 216-atom superc
of the zinc-blende structure here throughout except wh
specified. A supercell with one defect thus corresponds
1/108'1 % doping. Calculations were made self consist
in the atomic spheres approximation.4 They were checked in
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a few cases against more accurate full-potential calculatio
and found to be adequate for the present purposes. The
rahedron method with Blo¨chl weights5 and 27k points was
used for Brillouin zone integrals, which resulted in a conv
gence to a precision of;5 meV.

Let us consider first an isolated TM impurity. The TMd
states split into a triply degeneratet2g and a doubly degen
erateeg level for each spin. In GaN the calculated levels
at 1.44 and 0.22 eV, respectively, above the valence b
maximum~VBM !. Their width is;0.1 eV, establishing tha
a 216-atom cell reasonably describes the dilute limit. T
levels are spin split by about;2 eV; thus the minority states
are resonant in the conduction band because the local-de
approximation~LDA ! gap is;2 eV.

In GaAs, the valence band lies higher owing to the sh
lower anionp state, and the calculated majority Mnt2g state
now falls to VBM10.08 eV, in good agreement with an e
perimentally observed level for Mn in GaAs.2 That the
theory and experiment agree in this case suggests tha
LSDA adequately describes the electronic structure of s
compounds—a significant point, in light of its tendency
underestimate the on-site Mn spin splitting in somew
similar circumstances.6 Figure 1 shows the systematic ev
lution of the t2g level as a function of host material an
impurity atomic numberZ. The levels sink with increasingZ
because the impurity potential deepens.

The majority t2g level is doubly occupied in the case o
Mn and fully occupied in the case of Fe. In all cases~AlN,
GaN, GaAs!, the self-consistent magnetic moments are in
gral values: 3mB in Cr, 4mB in Mn, and 5mB in Fe. These
data are consistent with the accepted picture that Mn con
utes 5d electrons1one hole, doping the hostp type, while
Fe contributes 5d electrons without doping. However, th
hole differs markedly from the usual variety, as can be s

FIG. 1. Calculated position of Cr, Mn, and Fe the majorityt2g

levels relative to the valence-band maximum, in eV.
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 233205
in Fig. 2. The top panels show the self-consistent spin-
energy-resolved density of states~DOS!, decomposed into
partial waves centered at Mn and at the third-neighbor
site. Both minority levels (t2g andeg) are marked, as is the
majority t2g . Comparing the areas of majorityt2g peak (E
5EF50) at the Mn to the third-neighbor As site, is evide
that the t2g state is strongly localized around the Mn sit
This is quantified in the bottom panel, which shows the to
integrated spin DOS,I (E)5*2`

E N↑(e)2N↓(e)de ~solid
line! and the contribution toI from the Mn site and the firs
shell of As neighbors~dotted line!. Below EF , the two lines
are nearly coincident, showing that the magnetic momen
essentially confined to the Mn. At EF1;0.25 eV, there is
approximately one electron difference in the ‘‘localized
and total DOS; this is the ‘‘delocalized’’ hole referred to
model descriptions. Theextent of localizationof eigenstates
at EF can be estimated from thelocalizedDOS ~slope of the
dotted line! as a portion oftotal DOS ~slope of the solid
line!. Evidently, a substantial portion of the weight is co
fined to Mn and its nearest neighbors. Thus, thet2g state is
best characterized as a deep level, though in the cas
Mn:GaAs, it coincidentally falls near the valence-band ed
Wave functions atEF are not effective-masslike but are
partially delocalized resonance of the impurity Mnd with the
host. We conclude that the prospects ofp type spin-polarized
transport are intrinsically poor.

Turning to the case of magnetic ‘‘dimers’’~pairs of dop-
ants at nearest-neighbor cation sites!, the localized majority
t2g levels now split into three bond-antibond pairs, two
them degenerate. The ‘‘dimer’’ amounts to an approxim
realization of the classical two-centers tight-binding mo
introduced by Anderson and Hasegawa.7 Their model illus-

FIG. 2. DOSN(E) of Mn impurity in 216-atom GaAs supercel
Dot-dashed line delineates Fermi level. Top panel: partial DOS
sphere centered at Mn; second panel: partial DOS centered a
third-neighbor As sphere. Light and dark lines are majority— a
minority—spin channels, respectively. Peaks for majorityt2g and
minority t2g andeg states are labeled. Bottom panel: total energ
integrated spin DOSI (E) and the partial contribution toI from the
Mn site and the first shell of As neighbors~dotted line!. At EF the
DOS ~slope of I ) are approximately equally apportioned into th
local and extended parts.
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trates qualitatively the competition between FM doub
exchange~DEX! and AFM superexchange~SEX! interac-
tions, and its dependence on filling. A pair of energy levels
each center are spin split by the internal magnetic field
6J, with the field at the second center canted by an angleu.
The levels are coupled to the other center~indirectly through
the bonding to the host! by a hopping matrix elementV ~see
Fig. 3!. If J@V, the resulting eigenvalues may be expand
in V/D with D25J21V2'J2:

e57FD6
VJ

D
cos~u/2!2

V2J2

2D3
cos2~u/2!1•••G . ~1!

When an odd number of states are filled, the first~DEX! term
dominates and the energy is minimized in the FM alignm
(u50). When an even number of states are filled, the D
term vanishes and the system is stabilized in the AFM ali
ment (u5p) by the second~SEX! term. As the filling
changes continuously there is a transition from FM stabili
tion to AFM. Detailed LDA calculations approximately con
firm this picture.8 If the impurity is Mn~or Cr, or Fe! four ~or
two, or six! of the twelvet2g states are filled.~The bonding
eg levels are always filled and add to the SEX term.! As the
first column in Table I shows, Mn2 , Cr2, and MnCr are
strongly FM, while Fe2 is strongly AFM for all the cases
studied. Competition between FM and AFM interaction w
also suggested by Akai9 on the basis of CPA calculations o
the exchange interactions in the~InMnA!As alloy as a func-
tion of the n type dopant A (A5As or Sn!. He found a
transition from FM to antiferromagnetic~AFM! stabilization
as a function of A concentration.

To further investigate the exchange interactions cons
configurations more complex than dimers~see Table I!. They
show ~i! the exchangeJi j connecting sitesi and j depend
sensitively on the lattice arrangement of impurities for
given doping levelNd ; ~ii ! an anomalous decrease in th
effective Ji j as Nd increases~iii ! large deviations from the
pairwise Heisenberg form,

E52(
i j

Ji j sW i•sW j . ~2!

Assuming that Eq.~2! is valid for some some particular im
purity configuration, we can extract theJi j by computing the
total energyE for a judicious choice of spin configuration

n
the
d

-

FIG. 3. Energy levels in the Anderson-Hasegawa two-cen
hamiltonian. Left: the FM case (u50). Levels of the same energ
couple between sites, leading to energies6J6V. Right: the AFM
case (u5p). Coupling is now between levels split byJ, leading to
energies6AJ21V2.
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TABLE I. Heisenberg parameters~in meV! deduced from a Connolly-Williams prescription for variou
molecular clusters embedded in a 216-atom ZB host. Symbols↑↑, ↑↑↑, ↑↑↑↑, and↑↑↑↑↑ refer to clusters
of 2, 3, 4 ~tetrahedron! and 5 ~pyramid! magnetic atoms. Also shown are figures depicting geometries
clusters.Jn refers to the Heisenberg interaction betweennth nearest neighbors entering into Eq.~2!, deduced

from a Connolly-Williams inversion. TheJ are defined with the conventionusWu51. In high symmetry cases
J reduces to 1/4 of the total energy difference between the FM state and a state with a single spin
Quantities in parentheses include spin-orbit coupling, with a~001! spin quantization axis. ‘‘MnCr:GaN’’
denotes a cluster containing a single Cr.

aNN Trimer.
b2NN dimer: impurities at~0,0,0! and ~0,0,1!.
cTrimer with two NN pairs and one 2NN pairs.
dTrimer with two 2NN pairs and one 4NN pair.
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with inequivalent combinations of pair correlation functio

sW i•sW j , which results in a set of linear equations for theJi j .
Table I shows parameters deduced in this way for a var
of magnetic clusters. The NN and 2NN pair parametersJ1
andJ2 decrease markedly with increasing cluster size—a
consequently doping level since the magnetic and dop
atoms are the same here. For the pyramid, there are
inequivalent NN pairs~the apex-base and base-base pai!,
which differ by a factor of two in GaAs, and in GaN th
apex-baseJ1 even changes sign. Table I reflects an app
ently general tendency for the coupling to diminish in t
presence of other nearby magnetic impurities. More dis
impurities exert significantly less influence than ones nea
for example,J1 for the trimer with two NN and one 2NN
pairs (↑↑↑ in Table I! is closer to the dimerJ1(↑↑) than to
J1 in the trimer with all NN pairs (↑↑↑).

We must proceed to more complicated configurations
establish whether Eq.~2! itself is valid. In such cases, ther
are more inequivalent spin configurations than parame
Ji j , and the determination ofJi j is not unique. Four dopant
arranged in a line along (1/2,1/2,0) has three exchange
23320
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rameters but five possible spin configurations (↑↓↓↑, ↑↑↓↓,
↑↓↓↓, ↑↓↑↓, and↑↓↑↑). A least squares fit to all five spin
configurations results inJ1538 meV, intermediate betwee
the trimer and tetrahedron~see Table I!. However,J4 comes
out 29 meV. If the first and last configurations are em
ployed alone~they involve onlyJ1 and J4), very different
values ofJ1 ~23 meV! andJ4 (19 meV) result.

The anomalies inJ are striking when compared t
RKKY-like theories, the conventional approach to modeli
exchange in these compounds.2 RKKY-like models predict
that Ji j increases with concentration asNd

1/3 at 0 K,3 and for
fixed Nd are independent of environment. That the effect
J are sensitive to environment and weaken with increas
concentration not only contradicts that theory, but sugge
that the observed maximum in the critical temperature10 with
increasing Mn concentrationx may bean intrinsic materials
property. With increasing concentration, the number of T
pairs increase, thus increasingTc . But at larger concentra
tions, when defects are no longer well separated, the co
bution per pair starts to decrease more rapidly, leading to
maximum in Tc . The perturbative RKKY model is in-
5-3
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 233205
adequate to describe the exchange because the magne
ements introduce large perturbations to the host, so tha
resulting electronic structure and attendant quantities suc
the magnetic susceptibility are dramatically altered.

We now turn to a discussion of the effective alloy Ham
tonian, i.e., how thetotal energy of the system depends o
the configuration of magnetic TM impurities. Typically, th
energy gained by bringing together two well-separated
purities in a dilute alloy is small and negative—on the ord
of 210 meV for alloys with lattice mismatches comparab
to the~Mn,Ga! case. It is usually negative because it is dom
nated by the strain energy from the lattice mismatch. On
scale, the energy change in the Mn dimerization is of
opposite sign, and enormous. For example, the heat of r
tion to dimerize two Mn atoms initially separated byA11d,
(d5 ‘‘dimer’’ distance5a/A2, with a the lattice constant!
was calculated to be1181 meV in GaAs, and1640 meV in
GaN. The energy gain in forming a Mn ‘‘trimer’’ is large
still, showing that there is a strong driving force for the M
to group into small nanoclusters. To estimate the lowe
energy cluster size, consider the reaction decomposing a
of n atom clusters into an11 and an21 atom cluster:

MnnGa1082nX→ 1

2
~Mnn11Ga1082n21X

1Mnn21Ga1082n11X!. ~3!

The heat of this reaction is depicted in Fig. 4; the op
mum cluster sizenopt corresponds to where the heat of rea
tion is ;0. It is seen thatnopt'3 for all the cases studied
~Figure 4 ignores entropy contributions to the free ener
DS;kTD@(x/n)log(x/n)#, as they are negligible on the sca
of Figure 4. For example, forx50.05 and n53, DS
;kT/30.! The strong pair interactions and the data in Fig
show that, in addition to the NN pair interaction being
anomalous, there are large three-body NN~and possibly
other! contributions of the opposite sign, that combine
overtake the pair interactions for compact clusters wh
there many such terms. Repeating the calculationsnonmag-
neticallymuch smaller and of the opposite sign, as is typi
in semiconductor alloys. This shows conclusively th
the anomalous internuclear interaction arises from the m
netism.
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It is clear that because the~Mn,Ga!As alloy is grown at
only ;250 C° to avoid phase segregation of MnAs into
NiAs phase, the tendency to clusterization may be kinetica
limited. The kinetic considerations depend on growth con
tions and are, in any case, difficult to model. We do n
consider them further except to note that for GaN, t
large N2 binding energy requires that molecular beam e
taxy ~MBE! growth occur under metastable conditions; thu
the kinetic effects may well be very different there than
GaAs.

The strong attraction between magnetic element
unknown in ordinary semiconductor alloys—and the anom
lies in the exchange interactions, are related. Both origin
from the intra-atomic exchange being large in comparison
the bonding betweend orbitals. Clearly, both must be take
into account to formulate an adequate theory of ferrom
netism in these materials.

In conclusion, we have shown that the magnetic T
doped III-V semiconductors form deep levels. They are
sponsible for magnetic exchange interactions that dev
strongly from simple model considerations, and also g
rise to an anomalous contribution to the effective all
Hamiltonian.

FIG. 4. Calculated heat of reaction, in meV, of twon atom
clusters decomposing into ann11 and ann21 atom cluster. Data
are for Mn in GaN~circles!, Mn in GaAs ~diamonds!, and Cr in
GaN ~squares!.
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